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Abstract
The fixture unit approach with an arbitrarily assumed reference flow rate is commonly used for the estimation of probable
maximum simultaneous demand in many building water systems. This study evaluates such estimations for some high-rise
buildings in terms of various reference flow rates. The estimation accuracies are analysed against Monte Carlo simulations
with which no reference flow rate is assumed. The results reveal that the traditionally assumed reference flow rate (10 l∙s−1)
for demand analysis should be increased to 250 l∙s−1 for high-rise water systems in a dense built environment similar to
Hong Kong.
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Introduction
Demand overload is legitimate in some water plants and piping systems provided that its occurrence is very unlikely and
a small failure probability corresponding to the theoretical
maximum demand is allowed (Hassanein and Khalifa, 2006;
Oliveira et al., 2009). To evaluate the probable maximum
simultaneous demand problems in building water supply systems, the fixture unit approach is a simple and standard method
to use. The approach is based on the fact that a simultaneous
reference flow rate can be produced from different numbers of
identical appliances characterised by their respective operating flow rates and operating probabilities (Plumbing Services
Design Guide, 2002; Wise and Swaffield, 2002). The traditional
reference flow rate of 10 l∙s−1 in the fixture unit approach was
reported without significant problems in small-scale water
supply systems, but water supply at an unsatisfactory low
flow rate during peak demand periods was reported in some
high-rise buildings (Mui et al., 2008; Wong and Liu, 2008).
An underestimated simultaneous probable maximum demand
resulted in excessive pressure variations in high-rise drainage
stacks (Cheng et al., 2010). While the appliance characteristics
are practically measured and updated in accordance with the
local context, the choice of the reference flow rate, which is
arbitrarily decided (and details of its sensitivity to the simultaneous demand variability are missing, particularly for dense
built environment), is based on an assumption that needs to be
examined for validity.
As Monte Carlo simulation can be employed to determine
the system failure probability density function, this is another
technique for instant water demand assessment (Courtney,
1972). For high-rise water systems, a stochastic model was
developed on this basis, to acquire modelling parameters
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without the assumption of a reference flow rate (Wong and
Mui, 2008). In this study, the variability of probable maximum simultaneous demands in water supply installations due
to different choices of reference flow rate was investigated.
Demands estimated via the fixture unit approach were compared with the Monte Carlo simulation results computed by
the stochastic model. Appropriate alternatives regarding water
supply systems in high-rise buildings were then discussed, and
reference flow rates for demand analysis of high-rise water
systems in a dense built environment similar to Hong Kong
were recommended.

Simultaneous demand and fixture unit approach
In a water supply system, simultaneous operation for a group of
appliances of the same type can be evaluated using the probabilistic approach (Hunter, 1940). During the repeat cycle operation, the operating probability of an appliance p at any time
with a mean operating period τd (s) and a mean time interval
between the start time of 2 consecutive operations τw (s) is:
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Assuming the appliance operations are binomially distributed,
the probability p of N out of M (where M is the total count)
identical appliances operating together in the system, MpN, is
given by the following, where (1−p) is the probability of appliances not in use and C MN is the binomial coefficient:
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Presently, some water plants and piping systems are designed to
allow a number of N (out of M; e.g. M>30) appliances to operate simultaneously for a maximum acceptable risk of failure,
in order to minimise water supply system costs. They might
be ‘overloaded’ when serving all of the M appliances concurrently at the theoretical maximum simultaneous flow rate.
Regarding the acceptable level of system performance in terms
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